Post-crisis dynamics show a shrinkage in the overall amount of cross-border bank lending, which has been interpreted in the literature as a retreat in financial globalization. In this paper, we argue that aggregate figures are not sufficient to support such a claim in terms of the overall structure of the global banking network. Based on a systematic approach to measuring, mapping and analyzing financial interconnectedness using network theory, we show the global banking network has evolved, but it has not undergone a generalized retrenchment in financial linkages. Moreover, some parts of the network are currently more interlinked regionally than before the crisis, and less dependent on major global lenders.
Introduction
The global financial crisis in 2008-09 underscores the unique role of financial interconnectedness in transmitting and propagating adverse shocks. Previous literature, starting from the seminal Allen and Gale (2000) , which stresses the significance of network structure in generating contagion, and Kiyotaki and Moore (2002) , which lays out detailed mechanisms of contagion through balance-sheet effects, is followed by a large body of theoretical and empirical research on interbank markets, mostly within a single country or region, that focuses on modeling banks' behavior in response to shocks in the financial system. Cross-border implications of the banking network, however, are mostly ignored due to scarcity of data and rich country-level heterogeneity that may lower the explanatory power of a unified framework.
The sharp fall in global cross-border banking claims after the crisis has been persistent, either measured in Bank for International Settlements (BIS) Locational Banking Statistics (LBS) or BIS Consolidated Banking Statistics (CBS), as shown in Figure 1 . This persistent aggregate decline in cross-border banking claims has been considered evidence of financial deglobalization (e.g.; Lund et al 2013; Forbes 2014; Mallaby 2016; and Forbes, Reinhardt, and Wieladek 2017) . In this paper, we consider the validity of the financial de-globalization argument by studying the evolution of the global banking network before, during and after the crisis, with a particular focus on the aftermath of the crisis. Instead of trying to establish the role of the network in propagating the crisis at a global level, we take the role of the global banking network as given and seek to investigate the impact of the crisis on the network. In this context, our key contributions to the literature are twofold: (i) we measure and map the global banking network using a model-free and data driven approach; and (ii) we analyze the evolution of the network using network analysis tools, including some novel applications, that are relevant given the characteristics of the global banking network and the available data.
The foremost challenge in constructing the global banking network is to map and identify an accurate and comprehensive network structure using the available data on cross-border banking flows. Researchers face a tradeoff between data coverage and frequency. Highfrequency data, such as banks' daily transactions, often contain a limited number of banks within a country, while datasets with a good coverage of global lending mainly report country-level aggregate statistics, and are updated infrequently. This challenge is further complicated by the difficulty in identifying the composition, sources and destinations of bank flows, primarily due to the use of offshore financial centers as important financial intermediaries. Not only are global banks able to conduct cross-border lending via entities in their headquarters and offshore financial centers, but also they can lend domestically through subsidiaries and/or branches within the border of the borrower countries. BIS International Banking Statistics (IBS), through its two datasets (LBS and CBS), offer the best available data to map the international bank lending activity across countries. This is especially the case of the CBS dataset, which consolidates gross claims of each international banking group on borrowers in a particular country, aggregating those claims following the nationality of the parent banks. This nationality-based nature of CBS is an advantage over LBS, which follows a residency-based principle, and thus obscures the linkages between the borrower country and the parent bank institution, when lending originates in affiliates located in third countries (e.g., off-shores financial centers). A disadvantage of using CBS is that it registers the full claims of the affiliates, independent of how those assets were funded (e.g., a claim of a foreign affiliate that is fully funded with local domestic depositors is still counted as a claim from the country of the parent bank on the borrower country where the affiliate is located). In order to avoid this overstatement of financial linkages, which are large in the case of emerging countries as shown in the next section, we follow Cerutti (2015) and combine BIS CBS data with bank level data, taking into account the claims of foreign affiliates and the local deposit funding used by subsidiaries and branches.
Figure 1. Aggregate Global Cross-Border Claims

Source: BIS Locational and Consolidated Banking Statistics
We use the improved measure of cross-border banking linkages to construct a sequence of global banking networks, and apply tools from network theory to analyze the evolution of economic and structural properties of the network. Following the example of Borgatti (2005) , which highlights that some centrality measures do not provide economic insight in some networks, we take a step further to incorporate this important discussion into our choice of metrics to identify important players and trace the structural evolution of the global banking network. We provide an in-depth discussion of network measure choice based on the structural context of a core-periphery, asymmetric and unbalanced network structure and in the economic context of characterizing banking flows at the country level. We introduce measures of node importance that capture distinct aspects of global banking linkages. In particular, we use recursively defined Katz-Bonacich centrality (see Katz (1953) and Bonacich (1987) ) and authority/hub measure (Klienberg, 1999) to characterize country importance based on its connection to and dependence on other important countries, as well as a novel application of modularity à la Newman and Girvan (2004) in order to capture the 05Q3  06Q1  06Q3  07Q1  07Q3  08Q1  08Q3  09Q1  09Q3  10Q1  10Q3  11Q1  11Q3  12Q1  12Q3  13Q1  13Q3  14Q1  14Q3  15Q1  15Q3  16Q1  16Q3 Cross-Border Claims (Trillions USD) Date LBS CBS 5 regional fragmentation of the network. The flexibility of our network configuration allows us to use a small number of network metrics to reveal distinct aspects of network structure and node importance.
We find that the overall shrinkage of cross-border bank lending after the crisis, which has been the key argument behind the claims on financial de-globalization, is also reflected in the average number of links and their strength in the global banking network. However, rich details on the evolution of the network suggest that this argument is overly simplified. While connections within traditional major global lenders (banks in France, Germany, Japan, UK, and US) became sparser, many non-reporting countries located at the periphery of the network are more connected, mainly due to the rise of non-major global lenders out of Europe. Measured in metrics of node importance, these lenders have been steadily climbing up the rank, resulting in a corresponding decline of European lenders in status and borrowers' decreasing dependence on traditional lending countries. Moreover, we find substantial evidence indicating increasing level of regionalization of the global banking network. Even though post-crisis retrenchment of major global and non-major European banks' operation in the aggregate was just partially offset by the rest of the BIS reporting countries' regional expansion, their targeted expansions have increased regional interlinkages through both direct cross-border and affiliates' lending. More formally, using network modularity as a novel application to assess the quality of network cluster structure based on region divisions, we find that this measure increases after the crisis, thus indicating, from the perspective of network theory, that some form of regionalization characterizes the post-crisis dynamics of the global banking network. Finally, we also confirm this regionalization process through a regression analysis of the evolution of cross-border lending. After controlling by geographical distance and trade relationships as well as lender and borrower characteristics, we find a statistically significant increase in cross-border lending when both borrower and lender belong to the same region, especially in the case of peripheral lenders during the post-crisis period.
Our article relates to two main strands of research. The first and closest strand includes a few number of empirical studies mapping international bank activities at a worldwide level. A key reference in this group is Minoiu and Reyes (2013) , which uses LBS data to conduct a heuristic global banking network analysis at country level during 1978-2010. Their study finds that the crisis brings about a severe shock to the global banking network structure, but does not have sufficient data to reveal post-crisis dynamics. Chinazzi et al (2013) performs similar cross-country analysis from the perspective of international portfolio debt investment flows using CPIS data during 2001-2010. They highlight that while the crisis has induced changes in the topology of the financial network and in the evolution of its statistical properties, the overall core-periphery, disassortative (nodes do not tend to attach to similar nodes) nature of the architecture remains stable. Using bank level data on syndicated loans, Hale (2012) and Hale, Kapan, and Minoiu (2016) stress the importance of interbank connectedness in transmitting shocks related to the crisis among banking network players. In this context, in addition to characterizing the evolution of the global banking network using adjusted CBS data, we offer a novel comparison of the same network constructed with different BIS datasets. We find that while the networks based on LBS share similarity in aggregate dynamics with those based on CBS, the former double-counts lending within 6 financial institutions from the same banking group, exaggerating the role of key financial intermediaries such as offshore financial centers.
A second strand of papers focuses on the evolution of the foreign affiliates of international banking groups during the crisis. This is especially the case of Claessens and Van Horen (2015) , which analyzes the evolution of international bank affiliate structures during the period 2007-2013. They show that, even though there was some net retrenchment in foreign bank presence at the aggregate level after the crisis (especially in crisis-affected western European banks), global banking did not become more fragmented, but rather went through some important structural transformations with a greater variety of players and a more regional focus. This rise in regional financial integration is also documented in Bank for International Settlement (2014) and extensively in International Monetary Fund (2017) for Latin America. Our analysis of the global banking network, especially the breakdown between direct cross-border claims and affiliate (local) claims, goes in the same direction and helps put them into context. Despite the fact that direct cross-border lending declined more than local lending during the crisis (see Cerutti and Claessens, 2017) , the importance of direct cross-border lending in terms of number of linkages and their strength is still larger than the ones generated by foreign affiliates' lending (either with or without the adjustment of affiliate claims by domestic deposit funding). Moreover, despite heterogeneity, our results highlight that peripheral borrower countries that are currently more interlinked regionally than before the crisis, benefited from stronger linkages with non-major, non-European lenders, in terms of both direct cross-border lending and affiliates' claims. This result is robust when we include domestic deposit funding into the calculation of local claims.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines our methodology to identify the global banking from data and deal with data issue. Section 3 provides the results of our explorative analysis using network analysis tools. Section 4 presents modularity measures as well as regressions focusing on the presence a regionalization process. Section 5 includes robustness checks and cross-dataset comparison, and, finally, Section 6 concludes summarizing the policy conclusions, which are not minor since they indicate that the global banking network has evolved, but it has not undergone a generalized retrenchment in financial linkages.
Building and Analyzing the Network: Data and Measures
This section outlines our methodology to map the global banking network as well as the network tools best suited for its analysis.
Mapping and Measuring Cross-Border Banking Flows
We use the following general guidelines for mapping and measuring the linkages among countries:
A) Model free and data driven: Except for a few economically plausible restrictions, our construction is model-free and data-driven. We do not impose any underlying data-generating process or distribution of links, nor do we perform simulation of network based on strong assumptions. B) Directed flows: We consider bank lending as a flow variable, so that the network of cross-border lending is directed (from lender to borrower).
C) Nationality based measure: More importantly, the network should reflect the actual interconnectedness among countries, so as to generate any risk-related implication. A nationality-based approach is typically superior to residence-based, as bilateral financial flows, like trade flows, do not necessarily stop their transmission at the intermediate nodes (e.g., off-shore centers). Thus, the latter measure may not reflect the ultimate receiver of financial risk.
Data used
To build the global banking network, we use both publicly-available and restricted bilateral cross-border exposure from BIS International Banking Statistics (IBS). BIS publishes two datasets capturing global banking activities. The Location Banking Statistics (LBS) records the cross-border positions and the local positions in foreign currencies of banks located in a particular country on an unconsolidated basis. On the other hand, the Consolidated Banking Statistics (CBS) tracks the consolidated gross claims of each international banking group, aggregating following the nationality of the parent bank. Thus, the CBS is better when analyzing the transition of risks within the network as well as for avoiding the overstating of some linkages due to its residency-based nature.
In this context, we use CBS to prevent overstating the role of some intermediate nodes such as offshore financial centers. Nonetheless, CBS could overstate linkages for countries with strong presence of foreign bank affiliates, since CBS include the claims of foreign affiliates, whose assets may be funded by a substantial amount of local deposits.
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These aspects are illustrated in Figure 2 , which presents the 2006Q1 cross-country exposure network for United States, Brazil, Spain, Mexico and a set of offshore financial centers (Cayman Islands, Bahamas and Bermuda), plotted using LBS, CBS and adjusted CBS separately. Figure 2a compares LBS with CBS data. While LBS heavily overstates the cross-border exposure between United States, Cayman Islands and Bahamas, CBS data corrects for this bias. Reflected in the data, US banks' claims on Cayman Islands and Bahamas borrowers is, respectively, 33 times and 75 times larger when using LBS than when using CBS. This issue with LBS data, moreover, is not restricted to lender-offshore pairs only, given that within banking group transactions between different countries are not consolidated.
Following Cerutti (2015) , we supplement CBS data with bank-level balance sheet data from Bankscope, and calculate inter-country linkages as the upstream exposure of borrower j to lender (reporting country) i, ij U , defined as follows:
1 Detailed comparisons of BIS LBS and CBS data can be found in Committee on the Global Financial System (2012) and Cerutti, Claessens, and McGuire (2014 Figure 2b presents the cross-border exposure network between four BIS reporting countries. A substantial proportion of local claims for Spanish branches in the other three reporting countries are funded with domestic deposits, and such overestimation has been corrected in the adjusted CBS data. In fact, claims of Spanish banks to US, Brazil and Mexico using CBS data is, respectively, 2, 4, and 16 times larger than when measured by adjusted CBS data.
Network Construction
We used the improved measure of cross-border exposure to construct the global banking network Table 1 lists all reporting countries in our sample, and their respective classifications. This classification, based on aggregate statistics and geographic location of each lender, is not restrictive. Five major global lenders (United States, United Kingdom, France, Germany and Japan) are consistently among the top-five in total claims during our sample period. We shall show, in Section 3, that our node-level importance statistics confirm the validity of this assignment of lenders into groups. For each quarter t, we create our network as follows. Let , i j be one pair of countries (referred to as "nodes" in network terminology). Define the adjacency matrix, t A , to be a non-symmetric, nonstochastic matrix, whose entry, ijt A , denotes the non-negative cross-border banking flow from country i to country j at time t 4 . Formally, the flow is defined as 4 ( 4 ) : max( , 0) max( , 0)
A represents a network structure, t N , which we refer to as the "baseline" network. In network terms, t N is directed and weighted. Several observations are immediate. First, the 10 network has, by construction, a core-periphery structure 5 , with BIS reporting countries act as core nodes and non-reporting countries as peripheries (we may use the term "lenders/borrowers" and "reporting/non-reporting countries" interchangeably in our subsequent analysis). The network construction restricts the directionality of edges: only core countries can send out links, since 0 ijt A  if i is a non-reporting country. For a directed network, a path is a sequence of directed edges that connect two nodes. A geodesic path is a path connecting two nodes and has the shortest length. As a result of the directionality restriction per our construction, the maximum length of a geodesic path from a core country to any other country is two, and there is no path from peripheral countries to core countries, nor does there exist a path between two peripheries. Admittedly restrictive, this configuration is consistent with Hale, Kapan, and Minoiu (2016) , which establishes the role of both direct (first-degree) and indirect (second-degree) exposure in explaining shock transmission in banking networks. Moreover, this configuration is completely data-driven and gives a better characterization of global cross-border lending than assuming specific processes of network generation. In Section IV, we show that the general properties of our network are robust under defining banking flows alternatively or explicitly correcting for break-in-series and exchange rate variation during crisis.
For some network measures to be introduced in the next section, we work with an alternative version of the global banking network. Let * t A be the adjacency matrix of the network * t N , referred to as the "share" network, which serves better to study credit-borrower dependence. By construction, * t A is stochastic, but still non-symmetric. Each entry of * t A represents the cross-border bank flow from country i to country j as the share of total non-negative crossborder bank flow to country j. Formally,
Network Analysis: Choosing the Right Tools
Basic Structural Indicators: The first step to characterize the network is to investigate its global structural property. We calculate node degree, strength and Herfindahl-Hirschman Index and use the first moments as structural indicators of the network. 6 The degree and strength of a node are among the fundamental measures of node-level connectedness in a network. Node degree is the number of links passing through each node. Node strength can 5 Core-peripheral structure refers to a network structure with a dense "core" and an outlying, loosely-connected "periphery". See Zhang, Martin and Newman (2015) for a discussion. It is not to be confused with our definition of "major global lenders", which underscore the central role of lenders from France, Germany, Japan, UK, and US .
be interpreted as the weighted version of node degree, such that the strength of a node is the total weight of links passing through it. In our network, node strength represents the total borrowing/lending a country receives/sends. For a directed network, we can define the indegree, 
To characterize the overall global property of the network using degree and strength, we calculate its mean degree and strength. The denominator for mean "out" measures is adjusted to be the number of reporting countries in our sample.
We supplement the structural indicators introduced above with Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), the classic measure of market concentration in industrial organization literature. We distinguish between in-HHI, as the sum of lenders' squared shares in each borrower's total inflows (in-strength), and out-HHI, as the sum of borrowers' squared shares in each lender's total outflows (out-strength). Node HHI, used in Minoiu and Reyes (2013) and Chinazzi et al (2013) for global banking and financial networks, indicates the level of diversification for each country as either lender or borrower, and may thus reflect the country's vulnerability to negative shocks due to excessive dependence to its counterparties.
Measures of Node Importance:
Structural significance of nodes in a network can be characterized by node-level measures of importance, known as centrality-like measures.
Apart from basic metrics such as degree and strength (they belong broadly to the group of centrality measures), we discuss the appropriateness of applying a variety of centrality-like measures to the analysis of country importance in the global banking network.
First, it is useful to illustrate of the notion of importance in a country-level banking network. von Peter (2007) uses traditional centrality measures to characterize international banking centers. A country is considered a global banking hub if it is well connected overall, well positioned relative to other countries, and well connected to important counterparties.
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Recent literature interprets centrality measures and node importance from the perspective of systemic risk, such that a measure combining multiple network centralities could serve as good measurement of the systemic risk of each network player. Martinez-Jaramillo et al (2014) applies Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to a family of six centrality measures to generate a heuristic measure of systemic risk for Mexican banking system's payment and exposure network.
We adopt the above interpretations with qualification. The core-periphery structure and directionality restriction inherent in the networks herein analyzed serve as the major structural constraint when selecting appropriate centrality measures. Two traditional 12 centrality measures, closeness and betweenness centrality, are thus not appropriate to be included in our analysis. 8 These measures turn out to be ineffective in characterizing the systemic importance of peripheral countries: due to restrictions on core-periphery geodesic length and direction of edges, peripheral countries share similar closeness centralities and have zero betweenness centralities. Unlike the transmission of an infectious disease, global banking flow processes do not necessarily prefer to traverse the network via the shortest path, measured either by geographical distance or length of edges. Otherwise, we would observe strong regional clusters, and the role of offshore financial centers as global financial intermediaries would be further downplayed. The general property of cross-border lending, therefore, echoes graph-theoretic literature (Borgatti, 2005) and serves as an empirical observation against the use of geodesic-based centrality measures in our analysis.
On the other hand, using centrality measures to proxy for systemic risk requires support from economic theory, which previous literature tends to neglect. Blending various measures using dimension-reduction methods such as PCA further exacerbates this concern. Although one single risk measure could serve as a succinct policy-making reference, economic interpretation for this heuristic measure tends to be vague. Moreover, as is argued below, well-constructed centrality measures are able to illustrate country-level systemic risk from multiple distinct perspectives. While we do not seek to equate node-importance measures with risk measures due to the data constraint, such measures still reflect the dynamics of individual countries in the global banking system. We keep the number of node importance measures to a minimum, with each measure justified by the literature and capable of extracting distinct information. In this context, we introduce below two sets of measures that characterize node importance in the global banking network. These measures fully reflect the criteria of key players in the network, that a country's importance is determined by its relative position, i.e. its connections to important counterparties.
Katz-Bonacich Centrality. We use Katz-Bonacich centrality to examine the structural importance and risk level of each country in our sample. Katz-Bonacich centrality takes into account the counterparties of nodes' connections when measuring node importance. Formally using our notation, the Katz-Bonacich centrality of node i at time t, denoted by it x , is given by
 is an attenuation constant and it  represents a positive exogenous component, independent of network structure. To compute Katz-Bonacich centrality, observe that in matrix notation:
Closeness centrality is defined as the inverse of the "distance" from one node to the other locations, where the distance refers to the length of the shortest path (geodesic). Betweenness centrality is similarly defined based on geodesics: calculated as the frequency with which a node lies on the geodesic between two unconnected nodes.
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With this formulation, a node has a high Katz-Bonacich centrality if it receives links from other nodes with high Katz-Bonacich centrality. This interpretation illustrates the notion that entities connected to systematically important entities in the network are vulnerable to the transmission of negative shocks hitting important entities first.  is set to be the vector of one's to stress the importance of endogenous network factors on node importance. Our formulation of Katz-Bonacich centrality is similar to the "prestige" measure in von Peter (2007) , which applies the same measure over global banking network similar to our share network, but using LBS dataset.
Literature on social and economic networks has long established the close connection between Katz-Bonacich centrality and economic theory. Ballester, Calvó-Armengol, and Zenou (2006) is among the first to provide a behavioral foundation to this measure, which is connected to the Nash Equilibrium of a network game. Battaglini and Patacchini (2016) applies Bonacich centrality to the resource allocation decision of political interest groups in a contribution game. The definition of Katz-Bonacich centrality also resembles the Leontief inverse structure, analyzed in Acemoglu, Akcigit, and Kerr (2015) as the key element of network effect in a general production network. In financial network literature, notable recent contributions include Denbee et al (2016) and Heipertz, Ranciere, and Valla (2016) , explicitly linking Katz-Bonacich centrality with systemic risk in models of bank lending and sectoral balance-sheet contagion 11 . In the spirit of eigenvector centrality, Katz-Bonacich holds an advantage over the former measure due to its ability to accommodate directed networks. 12 As a result, Katz-Bonacich centrality is 9 The choice of attenuation factor follows graph-theoretical literature (Bonacich and Lloyd, 2001 ). When
, Katz-Bonacich measure can be formulated as a geometric series of the adjacency matrix, decayed by  . As a result, the measure is guaranteed to be non-negative, and has the additional intuition that it takes all indirect exposure into account. 10 We work with the normalized adjacency matrix to comply with the eigenvalue restriction and make sure the attenuation factor is reasonably large. In the actual calculation, we fix our attenuation factor to be 0.5, so that around 50% of indirect exposure is considered into the measurement of node importance. In Denbee et al (2016) , an attenuation factor of 0.5 results in a network multiplier effect of 1/(1-0.5) = 2, suggesting that onedollar idiosyncratic shock equally spread across all nodes will result in two dollars' shock to aggregate liquidity in the network. 11 Heipertz, Ranciere, and Valla (2016) develops an empirical balance-sheet contagion equation, whose first order approximation establishes a proportional relationship between sectoral asset returns and Katz-Bonacich centrality. Denbee et al (2016) models bank's liquidity holding as a network game and characterizes its Nash Equilibrium and key risk players using Katz-Bonacich centrality. regarded as the prime measure of country-level importance and connectedness within the entire global banking network.
Authority/Hub Measure. The Klienberg (1999) authority and hub measure is a pair of useful metrics that highlight node importance due to creditor-borrower dependence. Like Katz-Bonacich centrality, authority and hub measure is defined based on the role of counterparties. Two types of central nodes exist in the network: a node is an authority if it is connected to by hubs, and vice versa. As the pair of metrics distinguishes between prominent receivers and senders, authority and hub measure is especially suitable in the analysis of core-periphery networks with clearly defined country groups (reporting and non-reporting).
We apply authority and hub measure to the share network.
Based on the recursive definition of authority and hub in a share network, a node is considered to be "important" in two distinct ways. Either it is an important hub, the principal creditor for a large number of borrowers, or it is an important authority, heavily dependent on its corresponding hub for cross-border funding. This interpretation entails natural risk implications. We anticipate nodes with high authority scores to reside largely on the periphery, with few funding sources, poor diversification and thus higher vulnerability in the case of a negative shock on their hub counterparties. In addition to highlighting the role of dependence in the network, authority and hub score avoid the problem of applying Katz-Bonacich centrality to the share network. The column-stochastic property of the adjacency matrix, together with the restriction on the maximum path length from core to periphery, renders the calculation of Katz-Bonacich centrality trivial.
14 The node HHI introduced as a basic structural indicator also measures interdependence and diversification. Intuitively, consider authority/hub measure in the share network as a weighted HHI measure that puts more weight on important counterparts. The recursive nature of this pair of measures thus allows us to determine exact evolution of interdependence among high/low-importance country groups.
corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue * 1  for both matrices to calculate the authority and hub measure.
Literature sees limited use of authority and hub measures in analyzing financial networks. recognize the clearly defined role of the Colombian financial market infrastructures and discuss the advantage of authority and hub measure in capturing central nodes. Alvers et al (2013) , Chinazzi et al (2013) and León, Pérez, and Renneboog (2013) use authority and hub measure as a supplement to traditional centrality measures to analyze global financial network, European interbank market and Colombia sovereign securities market, respectively.
3.
Understanding Cross-Border Banking Linkages: Results from Network Analysis
Structural Characteristics
We start with a simple visualization exercise that illustrates the evolution of our network. Visualizations of the entire banking network provide a heuristic characterization, but omit quantitative details of the network's evolution. Now, we proceed to characterize the overall property of the network using network statistics. Figure 4 plots the evolution of basic structural indicators-degree, strength and concentration. The crisis brings about large perturbation in these indicators. From the lender perspective, average out-degree and outstrength experience a sharp drop during crisis period. Less is sent out by lenders after the crisis, and the downward trend has not yet reversed. The average number of outbound linkages of lenders has slightly picked up since the crisis, but has not yet reached pre-crisis level. Concentration reaches its peak around crisis time, and has been relatively stable since 2012. Further breakdown of average node degree and strength suggests that the overall dynamics of basic indicators are primarily driven by major global lenders and European lenders, but that the non-traditional lenders do not experience a significant fall in either outdegree or out-strength ( Figure 5 ). These basic indicators suggest a recovery of the network to a limited extent in the aftermath of the crisis with core global and European lenders driving the reduction in the number and size of financial linkages.
From a borrower's perspective, while the average in-degree of the network in 2016Q2 is lower than the pre-crisis level, the difference is not as pronounced as in-strength. As the network is unbalanced, we further investigate its global structural evolution through in-degree distribution, which might be highly skewed. Figure 6 displays the in-degree distributions for three snapshots of the network. Compared to the distribution immediately before the crisis (2007Q4), the distribution in 2016Q2 for reporting countries exhibits a strong leftward shift, suggesting an overall decline in lending connections within the reporting countries. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects the null hypothesis of same distribution at 1% level, suggesting an overall decline in lending connections within the reporting countries. However, for all countries and for non-reporting countries only, the indegree distributions have a shorter tail and become less skewed when we compare them with their pre-crisis counterparts.
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This simple comparison of distributions suggest that the Note: Figure 6 plots the in-degree distribution for the first quarter, immediately before crisis, and the last quarter of the global banking networks in our sample. The density is estimated using a Gaussian kernel. 
. Mean Katz-Bonacich Centrality by Country Groups
Note: Figure 7 plots the evolution of mean Katz-Bonacich centrality for each group of countries identified in the network. The classification of lenders follows 
Evolution of Node-Level Importance
Results in the previous section indicate the presence of substantial heterogeneity in the underlying dynamics for different groups of countries. By using node-level importance measure, we are able to determine if the decreasing overall volume masks the underlying shift in the structural importance of each group and each country to the network. Figure 7 plots the evolution of average Katz-Bonacich centrality for reporting and nonreporting groups and confirms the validity of this measure for characterizing countries' importance in the network. Unsurprisingly, major global lenders have significantly higher Katz-Bonacich centrality values than the other two non-major global lender groups ( Figure  7a ). Albeit with large volatility, the evolution of average centrality suggests that traditional large lenders' status as global financial centers have not changed much, despite a drop in the amount of their lending. What's more interesting to note is the persistent decline of nonglobal European lenders' importance in the network and the steady rise of lenders from other regions. From 2010Q2, the former group's importance has been surpassed by the latter group, whose centrality is not affected by the crisis, and the difference is more pronounced during the Eurozone debt crisis. On the borrowers' side (Figure 7b ), average Katz-Bonacich centrality for non-reporting emerging market economies outgrow their AE counterparts, mostly European economies. The latter's average Katz-Bonacich centrality experienced a steady decline after the crisis, but has picked up recently. Figure 8 plots the 4-quarter average of average authority measure for non-reporting and hub measure for reporting countries. A flat hub measure implies the relative stability of lenders' role in the network, with major global lenders serving as large financial hubs and connecting to borrowers with large authority measures. On the other hand, we witness a clear downward trend of authority score for both offshore financial centers and major non-reporting borrowers (AEs and EMs). The recursive nature of authority measure offers a clear interpretation, that these borrowers have reduced their dependence on major global lenders with high hub measure and have resorted to new funding sources with lower hub scores. Figure 8 (c) plots the yearly evolution of authority and in-HHI measures for non-reporting emerging market economies. The sharp drop of authority score starting from the 2011 peak is not accompanied by a significant movement in concentration, measured by in-HHI. The decline in authority score, as a result, mainly reflects EM borrowers' reshuffle of their banking partners. Combined with the evidence of a rising importance of non-European regional lenders, exercises on authority and hub score provide an early hint of the possible regionalization of the network.
Our node-level importance measures provide a solid ground for us to identify individual countries as key players in the network. We construct ranks based on annual average of the Katz-Bonacich and authority/hub measures and plot the heatmaps of the ranks. Katz-Bonacich and the authority/hub score offer two distinct ways of characterizing the role of individual country in the global banking network. The authority/hub score, defined on the share network, focuses on the dependent relationship between the lender-borrower pair, so that borrowers with a high authority score can be characterized as poorly diversified countries connected to important lenders defined by their hub score. The Katz-Bonacich measure, on the other hand, is defined on the normalized baseline network (represented by the adjacency matrix ˆt A , defined above) and captures the notion of interconnectedness on the role of each player in the network. This measure represents how well interconnected a player is to other important players, either directly or indirectly. Note: Figure 8 plots the mean authority/hub measure for each country group. The measures are aggregated into yearly series by taking 4Q average. The definition of authority and hub measure in a directed, weighted network follows Section 2.2. Country classification follows Table 1 . Non-reporting major borrowers including nonreporting AEs and EMs. 16 Indeed, in our data, we find that these two measures reveal different aspects of importance in the global banking network: restricted to all countries with top-five centrality authority score or Katz-Bonacich centrality during the sample period, the rank correlation is 0.1577, implying only modest-to-weak co-movement. Figure 9 plots the heatmaps showing the rank distribution of lender node importance measure, at annual frequency. A low rank corresponds to high importance measures and a red color. A high rank corresponds to low importance and a blue color.
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In this context, Figure 9 focuses on the entire lender profile. The crisis clearly has promoted some mobility across the lender distribution. Figure 9a suggests that Asia-Pacific and Latin America are two regions in which borrowers start actively seeking alternative sources of funding from 2010 onwards, resulting in a moderate rise of importance for Australia, Brazil, Hong Kong and Singapore, and the decline of secondary European lenders such as Ireland, Belgium, Italy and Austria. 17 The role of major global lenders is hardly affected by the crisis in terms of their Katz-Bonacich centrality ranking. Performing the rank of lender using their Hub measure, produce similar dynamics (see Figure 9b ) despite highlighting some differences. Asian lenders seem to increase in their relative ranking, highlighting that they lend relatively more to poorly diversified countries (with high authority scores) connected to important lenders. On the opposite side, Germany seems to follow a different lending pattern, displaying a low ranking in Figure 9b and indicating that it does not specialize as much in lending to poorly diversified countries.
We also identify regional key borrower players by choosing countries with large KatzBonacich or authority measure. Figure 10a plots their rank in the entire network using the former measure. Top nodes for each region seem to enjoy a stable ranking within the entire system before the crisis. However, some traditional European top lender-borrowers, such as Spain and Italy, saw their ranks in the global banking network drop during and after the crisis. Measured by Katz-Bonacich centrality and echoing the lender profile of Figure 9 , the role of top Asian countries as lender-borrowers, including Hong Kong, Singapore, India and the non-reporting China, is further elevated after the crisis. The Katz-Bonacich measure is also able to capture the abrupt drop in the rank of China in 2016, during which the country faces large financial outflows amid stricter regulations and gloom economic prospect.
Consistent with the overall declining trend in authority scores, top regional players with high authority scores from less-connected regions such as Africa and Asia have decreased their dependence on large financial hubs after the crisis, especially during the European crisis (see Figure 10b ). The exercises also identify a number of important offshore financial centers in Europe as key borrowers, including Guernsey, Jersey and Isle of Man, whose status as British Crown dependencies earns for them sustained and heavily dependent connections with important hubs such as the United Kingdom.
Lending through affiliates vs direct cross-border lending
Several analyses in the literature have also highlighted an increase in the regionalization of international banks through changes in the nationality of foreign affiliates. The crisis triggered the reorganization of many international bank groups, which included both their selling of foreign affiliates (Claessens and van Horen 2015) or changes in their funding model (e.g., increase in domestic deposit funding in Eastern Europe as highlighted by Impavido, Rudolph, and Ruggerone 2013) . The way that we have mapped the global financial network provides us an aggregate look at these trends. Figure 11 Figure 10 plots the heatmaps showing the rank distribution of node importance measures for important regional country players, at annual frequency. Countries appearing in the plots (identified as important countries), must rank as one of the top five countries in its region, using the corresponding measure, for three years during the sample period (not necessarily consecutive). Their overall rank in the entire network is used to color the cell. A low rank corresponds to high importance measures and a red color. A high rank corresponds to low importance and a green color.
out-degree and out-strength by groups of lenders regarding their adjusted local claims. A clear downward trend on both the out-degree and the out-strength for non-global European lenders is observed, while both measures for non-global lenders out of Europe is steadily picking up relative to the levels immediately after crisis. Since within-region flows account for most of the local claims flow in Asia-Pacific and Latin-America, Figure 11 suggests, from an aggregate level, that global banks' operations through local affiliates in these areas have subsided and given way to a more regionalized lending structure. This pattern is possible even though domestic funding has increased. Figure 12 plots the distribution of deposit-loan ratio for three selected quarters, weighted by local claims as reported by CBS data. For all groups of lenders, the distribution seems to assign more mass to the right in recent period, yet this switch to reliance on local deposit funding is most remarkable for affiliates of major global lenders and non-global European lenders, located in European and the Western Hemisphere. Indeed, Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests comparing 2016Q2 distribution to 2006Q1 and 2007Q4 distributions reject the null hypothesis at 1% level for major global lenders and non-global European lenders, but fails to reject the null hypothesis at 10% level for the group of other lenders. On the borrowers' side, Figure 13a plots the average in-degree of cross-border and local claims by type of borrowers. Among all groups of borrowers, peripheral countries (all nonreporting countries except AE, EM and offshore financial centers) stand out as the only group of borrowers that maintain the level of local claim linkages compared to that immediately before the crisis. Figure 13b inspects the sources of these local claim linkages, and find remarkable retrenchment of affiliates from non-global European lenders. This loss of links is partially compensated by an increasing presence of non-global, non-European lenders. Figure 14 considers individual lenders' relative positions in the network, and plots a set of heatmaps, similar to Figure 9 , on the rank of Katz-Bonacich centrality of lenders with nonzero claim components in the sample. After the crisis, emerging market lenders rise along the ranks in both components of international banking flows. While the overall trend is driven primarily by cross-border claims (see Figure 14b) , which account for the majority of flows, emerging market lenders see their importance boosted even higher in the network of local claims (See Figure 14a) . This is especially the case of Australian, Brazilian and Canadian banks, which have boosted their cross-border lending. Nonetheless, major global banks have retained their leading roles in terms of direct cross-border claims, which retains the highest scores throughout the period. This is not the case on adjusted local claims, where US and Canada seem to have changed their lending strategy away of foreign affiliates.
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Figure 14 also show some heterogeneity across non-global European banks. Despite the impact of the European crisis in their parent bank country, Spanish and Italian banks display relatively high scores in both adjusted local claims and direct cross-border lending at the end of the sample.
Towards a Regionalization Process?
Previous results, including borrowers' decreasing dependence on core lenders as well as the rise in status for lenders outside Europe provide hints about the regionalization of some parts of the global banking network. The increase in the regionalization of adjusted local claims also offers illustrative evidence for the regionalization argument. To provide more deterministic support, we propose a novel method for measuring the level of regionalization using network theory, as well as regression analysis of cross-border lending.
Further network evidence: A Modularity Analysis
The concept of regionalization is closely connected to the existence of community structure in the network. A community is characterized by a cluster of nodes with dense connections, but weak out-of-group connection. A number of methods have been developed to detect community structures in networks, of which the most popular family of methods is based on optimizing an objective function, known as modularity (Newman and Girvan, 2004) . Intuitively, given a division of the network into community structures, the concept of modularity measures the strength of the division by the difference between the 29 30 fraction of edges in the given division and the fraction in an equivalent network with randomly configured edges.
Here, instead of optimizing modularity to find clusters in the network (a recent example in the literature includes Greenhill and Lupu (2017) , who finds that the intergovernmental organization network has become less fragmented) we use modularity as a quality indicator. Given a division of countries according to their regions, higher modularity implies that the network is better characterized as being regionalized, as the clustering into regions is stronger. For each period, we calculate the modularity, We impose two regional divisions on our baseline network, using UN continental regions and sub-regions classification. Figure 15 plots the evolution of network modularity, clearly showing an increase in the level of modularity for both divisions, with most increase starting from 2010. Countries form strong within-region cross-border banking connections rather than global ones, and such a trend seems more pronounced as we move to finer regional classifications (sub-region). This exercise, as a result, offers the most direct evidence
showing that the degree of regionalization, as a form of fragmentation in the network, rises significantly after the crisis. Figure 16 illustrates the regionalization pattern by plotting the sub-network of Latin American and Caribbean countries. Before the crisis (2007Q4), cross-border flows dominate the banking linkages within the region, while flows from local subsidiary are small in magnitude and mostly restricted within reporting countries. Within-region connections in 2014Q4, on the other hand, have become significantly denser and stronger for both crossborder and local flows, with reporting countries increasing their exposure to a number of non-reporting countries, such as Colombia and Peru.
Regression Analysis
The rise in network-based measures for many non-global lenders after the crisis suggests that the regionalization process is potentially driven by these countries that are consolidating their status as key regional players in the banking network. We test this hypothesis by running a set of regressions following the literature on the determinants of international financial flows and cross-border banking (Papaioannou, 2009; Claessens and van Horen, 2012; Cerutti, Hale and Minoiu, 2016) . More specifically, we estimate the following specification:
where denotes lender characteristics, represents borrower characteristics and contains the lender-borrower mutual linkages. , and are lender, borrower and time fixed effects, respectively. Regressing on log flows allows us to interpret the coefficients as elasticities. For bilateral linkages, we use geographical distance and lender's export to borrower as a share of total export, as well as a dummy variable with a value of 1 when borrower and lender are from a common region/sub-region -our main variable of interest. Table 1 lists all reporting countries and their regional classification according to United Nationals M49 standard.
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Non-reporting countries' regional affiliations are similarly assigned. To decompose the potential regional effect into pre-crisis, crisis and post-crisis segments, we interact the common region variable with a crisis dummy (with value one if the connection is during 2008Q1 to 2009Q2) and a post-crisis dummy (assigned value one if date is later than 2009Q2). We include lender countries' bank size (proxied as average assets to GDP), credit to GDP ratio and credit outflow restrictions in our list of lender characteristics. For borrowers, a similar set of institutional and openness variables are included. Table 2 provides the summary statistics and the data sources of variables used in the regressions. Our sample is restricted to 2006 to 2013 due to data availability for a number of independent variables (e.g., capital flow restrictions).
We estimate the equation using ordinary least squares and report our results in Tables 3 and  4 , which provide estimates on lender, borrower and within-pair characteristics. Intensity of 19 The standard is available at https://unstats.un.org/unsd/methodology/m49/. We adopt the continental regions as our region variable. Sub-region is the level immediately below continental regions, but above the intermediary regions. both cross-border and local linkages rises with geographical proximity and borrower's degree of development, as measured by GDP per capita. Cross-border flows are larger to borrowers with high credit to GDP ratios and a favorable institutional environment. The flows of local claims, on the other hand, increase with lender's banking system development proxied by banking assets to GDP ratio, as larger banks are more likely to go global by opening branches and/or acquiring subsidiaries. The coefficient on lender outflow restriction is large and highly significant for local flows, suggesting local affiliates as the potential means to circumvent parent country regulatory barriers. Finally, the significant, positive coefficient on lender share of export to borrower country seems to reflect trade-finance synchronization, while cross-border lending seems to have little correlation with this trade related variable.
More importantly, the analysis in Tables 3 and 4 reveals that even after controlling for geographical distance, several coefficients on common region/sub-region and their interactions are large and significant. This is especially the case of peripheral (non-global, non-European) lenders, which seem to have lent cross-border more to countries within the same region even before the crisis. After the crisis, the regionalization process accelerates for both cross-border and local flows. The coefficients of the triple interaction with post-crisis and peripheral lenders are positive and significant for both cross-border and local flows. This finding adds to our network-based observation that regional preference emerges as one additional determinant of the evolution of global banking after the crisis. While the Euro Area experienced a large negative shock to its regional financial linkages, peripheral lenders help drive the regional integration in other regions.
Robustness
Cross-Dataset Comparison
In this section, we report results of our robustness check. We compare our results with those obtained from similar analysis, using BIS Locational Banking Statistics (FX-adjusted flow), Consolidated Banking Statistics, and exchange rate adjusted cross-border flows to underscore the significant role data difference plays in analyzing country-level cross-border lending. We further adjust our baseline data for break-in-series and exchange rate variation using the method in Cerutti (2015) , resulting in a shorter sample period (2007Q1-2011Q3), but is still able to capture post-crisis dynamics. To ensure consistency, we define banking flows for all datasets using the same rolling four-quarter difference as we define the baseline network. Figure 17 plots the average in-degree and in-strength for the three alternative datasets, confirming an overall shrinkage of cross-border banking. We further calculate, for each country in the network, Katz-Bonacich centrality and authority/hub measure of node importance. To compare the validity of node-level network metrics, we calculate the crossdataset correlation of node-level measures and compare the correlation between the skewness of authority measure and mean in-strength. Table 5 displays the results. Our node-level network metrics exhibit moderate-to-high level of correlation across CBS-based datasets, but correlation with the LBS dataset is weaker. The weak correlation persists even after we delete, from the LBS data, lenders who do not report CBS data. Cross-dataset analysis thus reveals that, while methodological differences and reporting issues have a minor impact on aggregate banking statistics, the relative position of individual countries within the banking network may be distorted, thus making the accurate selection of surveillance dataset targets a difficult endeavor. Note: Figure 17 plots the mean in-degree and in-strength of the networks constructed using LBS (public), CBS and exchange rate adjusted baseline data. The sample of reporting countries in the LBS data is kept the same as that in the baseline, CBS and exchange rate adjusted data. The exchange rate adjusted data lasts from 2007Q1 to 2011Q3.
Alternative Measure of Cross-Border Banking Flows
The four-quarter difference definition of banking flows addresses the concern that the quarter-on-quarter variation in total claims may capture seasonality patterns and reflect exchange rate short-term variation from the previous quarter. As an alternative, we define the baseline adjacency matrix based on one-quarter absolute change of adjusted CBS total claims. This definition complies more closely with the intuitive notion of quarterly flows.
( 1) max( , 0) max( , 0) Figure 18 summarizes general properties of the alternative networks. This alternative definition is able to replicate overall patterns of evolution of key network indicators. However, the anticipated large volatility of the indicators might mask interesting trend in the dynamics of the indicators. It is thus not recommended to calculate cross-border flows from the change in exposure without accounting for exchange rate variation, especially during crisis episodes.
Figure 18. Average Degree and Strength: Alternative Measure
Note: Figure 18 plots the average degree and strength of the alternative networks. The alternative networks are constructed based on one-quarter difference of bilateral exposure.
Conclusion
In this paper, we map and characterize the dynamics of the global banking network. We show that without proper adjustment, country-level banking statistics suffer from multiple data issues that distort the actual role of each country in cross-border lending, and increase the difficulty of accurately detecting key players in the network. We find evidence confirming the overall shrinkage in the scale of cross-border bank lending using a variety of network analysis tools. Moreover, these methods capture rich dynamics that occur inside the global banking network and are not captured by traditional aggregate indicators.
Using a set of centrality measures with meaningful economic interpretations, we delve substantially deeper to capture the interconnectedness faced by each country. While the structural stability of the highly concentrated global banking network is mainly due to the stability of major global lenders, we observe decline in importance for non-major global European lenders and a corresponding rise in the ranks for lenders from other region, comprised of mostly emerging market lenders. The hidden dynamics of the global banking network after the crisis suggest that the assertion that cross-border lending has shrunk globally seems to miss out significant details. Rather, our findings are more consistent with the recent observation during a lecture by Caruana (2017) , based on McCauley et al (2017) , that financial de-globalization may be more a feature of retrenchment in Europe rather than global banking. Given the strong banking linkages among European countries, the declining importance of European lenders can only be partially offset by emerging lenders, resulting in an overall slowdown in cross-border lending activities. Such slowdown, however, does not necessarily indicate a general retrenchment across the globe, despite the fact that decreasing financial interconnectedness may have come at a cost (e.g., global banks' connections contribute to the allocation of worldwide global savings).
Using network analysis methods, we also find a clear upward trend in the level of regional fragmentation of the banking network, especially in the periphery of the global banking network. This phenomenon is further supported by regression analysis, even after controlling for geographical distance, among a broad set of determinants of international banking. Moreover, given the nature of the BIS sample used that does not include China and South Korea, and other potential small recent regional lenders as Colombia, our findings of the presence of regionalization in both direct cross-border and affiliates' local lending is reassuring since the sample used in our calculations is biased against this phenomenon.
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While the measure reveals the underlying structural transformation of the global banking network in a positive manner, the systemic risk implication of this finding is not as clear.
Using only aggregate data, we refrain from making detailed arguments on systemic risk. But in general, an increasingly regionalized pattern of global banking may to some degree prevent the propagation of shocks across the globe, while increasing the intensity that a regional shock is shared within-region. Our measurement of network fragmentation is closely related to academic and policy debates such as Haldane (2010) who argues that fragmented structures can strengthen system resilience. This notion is further rationalized in Elliott and Hazell (2016) that modular structures could be socially efficient in an endogenous financial network. However, Elliott and Hazell (2016) also indicates that such structures may not be stable. More research effort is thus needed to investigate the relationship between regionalization and risk in the global banking system, explanations of the structural change, and implications for macroprudential policy-making and surveillance.
Our adjustment to the data cannot overcome constraints imposed by incomplete data reporting. Korea, for example, did not join as a BIS CBS reporting country until 2013, China only started to report LBS since 2016Q4, Colombia is a not a reporting country. Available data for Korea and China suggests a strong crossborder lending presence in Asia, and IMF (2017) Table 5 reports the pairwise correlation of network indicators across different sources of data. Baseline refers to the "adjusted CBS" used in the paper. LBS refers to Locational Banking Statistics (public), and CBS refers to unadjusted Consolidated Banking Statistics. FX Adjusted is the CBS data used in Cerutti (2015) that accounts for break-in-series and exchange rate variation, but with a shorter timespan (2007Q1-2011Q3).
